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Pocket Guide to Emergency First Aid
1993-06-01

this amazing little book covers everything from blisters to heart attacks and the procedures are clearly explained for emergency
situations this first aid book was designed to be used during a crisis plastic section tabs allow quick access and a spiral binding
keeps it open to the page you are using

Emergency & Critical Care Pocket Guide, Revised Eighth Edition
2021-07-16

the most popular pocket reference in emergency nursing now in a new edition the emergency critical care pocket guide has
been an essential resource for physicians paramedics and nurses for over a decade the pocket guide consolidates critical
information found in desk references into a convenient 3 x5 pocket size format that is handy enough to take with you anywhere

The Complete First Aid Pocket Guide
2018-11-13

from minor cuts and burns to heart attacks and strokes this handy take anywhere guide gives you the knowledge and advice you
need to recognize and respond to any medical emergency be prepared for any medical emergency and handle it safely and
efficiently with the complete first aid pocket guide quickly identify signs and symptoms of a wide range of medical conditions
andlearn how to recognize the difference between a minor injury or illness and those that are more serious with this essential
handbook each section of the complete first aid pocket guide includes a quick list of signs and symptoms to look for and step by
step first aid instructions for dealing with each situation all in user friendly simple language that s easy to understand medical
issues covered include first aid basics including roles and responsibilities of a first aider managing an incident activating
emergency services and infection control lifesaving skills including the recovery position cardiopulmonary resuscitation cpr and
use of an automated external defibrillator aed minor injuries and conditions including soft tissue injuries splinters blisters eye
injuries nosebleed diarrhea and vomiting traumatic injuries including severe bleeding amputation shock fractures crush injuries
burns and head and neck injuries medical emergencies including heart attack stroke asthma anaphylaxis hypoglycemia
meningitis seizures poisoning and emergency childbirth environmental conditions including hypothermia frostbite heat stroke
sunburn and lightning strike pediatric emergencies and illnesses including assessing an unresponsive child or baby pediatric
cardiopulmonary resuscitation cpr choking croup and febrile seizures first aid kit lists for home vehicles and outdoor use with an
appendix featuring an a to z list of every condition covered it s easy for you to quickly find the exact information you need in any
situation you may face with its small trim and portable size the complete first aid pocket guide is the perfect addition to a home
first aid kit car first aid kit disaster survival bag as well as a pocket companion for emts and other first responders in the field

Emergency Survival
2001

emergency survival a pocket guide offers the necessary steps to surviving a broad scope of emergency situations from broken
bones bleeding and snakebites to heat exhaustion frostbite and hypothermia a section on surviving in the wilderness offers
direction on finding shelter from the cold what to do if you get lost procuring water and food and building fires

Home Emergency Pocket Guide
2009-12

when every second counts your response to an emergency can determine the impact the situation will have on those around you
knowing what to do saves lives the home emergency pocket guide is a tool you can use to start preparing and protecting
yourself your home and your family today this pocket sized guide provides instant access to critical information on emergency
first aid preparation and survival for storms fires earthquakes floods hurricanes and more because we live in uncertain times this
guide also includes information on how to survive homeland attacks and acts of domestic and citizen terrorism

Home Emergency Pocket Guide
2012-03

written by lydia lozzi the bespoke structure and design of squid s little pink book a pocket guide for emergency doctors has been
developed with the busy emergency doctor in mind a compact quick reference and memory jogger that can be easily
transported in day to day practice the text offers doctors an evidence based and reassuring confidence boost when standing at a
patient s bedside postulating a diagnosis or for those panicked and uncertain moments when a nudge is needed in the right
direction it helps with preparation prior to a consult with specialty teams what questions need to be answered and what
information needs to be available to offer patients the best possible care compact quick reference easily transportable
pocketbook reviewed and refined over 20 years appropriate coverage for doctors at all levels includes basic management
through to advanced care plans including information relevant for emergency specialists

Squid's Little Pink e-Book
2020-10-01

the pet emergency pocket guide is a practical reference for pet owners that provides complete planning response and survival
guidelines for both common and uncommon pet emergencies presented in an easy to use and convenient pocket sized format
this compact tool delivers step by step instructions for daily care first aid illness and injury assessment emergency planning and
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natural disaster preparation and survival it features tabbed color coded and illustrated sections that make it easy to use with
checklists and inventory lists for creating your own pet emergency travel and evacuation kits this new second edition features
the following updated content as suggested by emergency veterinarians expanded glossary of signs conditions including new
entries and illustrations reorganized content and tabs for ease of use updated toxic food list and detailed reactions for dogs
information about preventing dog bites and scratches as well as how to break up dog fights 3 pages of common plants that are
poisonous to cats new section for pocket pets including basic information and signs and conditions for ferrets guinea pigs
hamsters gerbils mice rats rabbits birds fish turtles and snakes new graphics charts and an updated design

Pet Emergency Pocket Guide
2012-03-21

this handy guide is an almost indestructible how to tool it provides the info you need for basic bicycle repair such as how to
analyze bike problems best of all the guide is waterproof dirt proof and pocket sized so you can take it everywhere

Pocket Guide to Emergency Bicycle Repair
1994-06-01

packed with vital practical facts health professionals rely on porter s pocket guides for fast accurate clinical information porter s
pocket guide to emergency critical care is a quick reference for emergency and critical care nurses and other healthcare
professionals containing all of the key clinical information they need at their fingertips this pocket guide covers emergency and
critical care related to cardiology neurology and pediatrics key features acls guidelines quick reference to er and icu nurses 52
critical medications dosage charts for critical drips automatically interprets abg results instant ekg interpretation identify interior
wall mi s from anterior posterior and lateral wall mis cover neurology cardiology pediatrics with nearly 500 000 copies in print
the porter s pocket guide series is well known in the nursing field and includes porter s pocket guide to nursing porter s pocket
guide to pediatrics and porter s pocket guide to emergency critical care each title is a succinct portrait of the key clinical
information nurses and health professionals need porter s pocket guides have been an indispensable reference to healthcare
professionals and institutions for over 15 years

Porter's Pocket Guide to Emergency and Critical Care
2007

a basic first aid pocket guide is a compact and comprehensive reference tool that provides essential information on how to
handle common medical emergencies it is intended for use by anyone from trained medical professionals to laymen as a quick
and handy aid to assist in emergency situations the guide typically includes a variety of topics related to first aid such as cpr
bleeding burns fractures and poisoning these topics are organized in an easy to follow manner with step by step instructions and
illustrations to help the reader understand and perform the right actions one of the key features of a first aid pocket guide is its
portability it is designed to be carried with ease making it accessible in times of need many pocket guides are small enough to fit
in a standard pocket or can be attached to a keychain for convenient access in addition to providing instructions for specific
medical emergencies a basic first aid pocket guide also covers general first aid tips this includes topics such as how to create a
first aid kit how to assess a situation and how to determine if professional medical help is needed apart from the written content
a good first aid pocket guide also includes illustrations or diagrams these visuals are especially helpful for individuals who are
visual learners making it easier for them to follow and understand the instructions another important feature of a first aid pocket
guide is its simplicity it is written in a concise and straightforward manner using layman s terms to ensure that it is easy to
understand for people with varying levels of medical knowledge while a first aid pocket guide is a valuable tool to have on hand
it is important to note that it is not a replacement for proper medical training its purpose is to provide guidance and quick
references in emergency situations until professional help arrives in conclusion a basic first aid pocket guide is an essential item
to have in any first aid kit its compact size comprehensive information and simplicity make it a valuable resource for anyone to
have in times of medical emergencies benefits of buying this book 1 portability 2 quick reference 3 accessibility 4 visual aids 5
cost effective 6 comprehensive information 7 easy to understand 8 available in different formats 9 promotes confidence 10 can
save lives don t leave home without it the basic first aid pocket guide is an essential tool that provides critical information in
emergency situations whether you are a trained medical professional or a layman having a pocket guide on hand can make a
significant difference in handling medical emergencies so why wait invest in a first aid pocket guide today and never feel
unprepared in a medical emergency again its compact size comprehensive information and easy to understand instructions
make it a valuable resource for every individual don t underestimate the power of quick and reliable information it can save lives
get a first aid pocket guide in a format that suits you best print e book or a mobile app keep it with you at all times in your
pocket bag or attached to your keychain be a responsible and prepared individual equip yourself with the knowledge and
confidence to handle any medical emergency that comes your way don t wait for an emergency to happen act now and get your
own first aid pocket guide you never know when you might need it but with this handy guide by your side you will be ready to
handle any situation with ease and expertise don t leave home without your first aid pocket guide and be a life saver in times of
need

Basic First Aid Pocket Guide
2024-04-08

essential survival advice in a convenient portable format durable laminated lightweight reference valuable tips and reminders in
a user friendly style backpackers climbers hikers and other outdoor enthusiasts will want this in their packs drivers in rugged
terrain or foul weather will keep it in their glove compartments and even at home it makes a terrific quick reference for the
family first aid kit this handy tip card stashed with your extra batteries bottled water and candles can help you be better
prepared to survive a night or a week due to an unforeseen emergency as with others in the pocket guide series the new
emergency essentials pocket guide is a full color 16 panel laminated and folded card for in the field reference
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Trauma Pocket Guide (2nd Edition)
2000

pocket guide for first aid treatment is for those needs to be medically prepared for any accident and emergency armed on
disasters preparedness when there is no help at all it will arm you with a knowledge that can save your life this book is written
by philip kabcy ph d the professional accident and disaster management at the centre for disasters and control unit the pocket
guide will enable any non medical to deals with and safely discharge various skills for management of any catastrophic
situations the pocket guide is your standard first aid book that can be included in your emergency kit it assumes that in present
any accident where nor medicals available in the event emergency care need this book gives you basic and necessary
techniques to manage any injury illness for yourself and love ones in a situation where care is not immediately accessible the
book will be your guide on the step by step approach to rendering an emergency first aid care the simplest and quick reference
to enable you to identify and treat the most urgent needs by the victim of any accident and means of improvising any available
material within the reach this book enhances your knowledge to act like professionals to save the life whether alone or during
emergencies here are some topic covers by the pocket guide emergency kit qualities of the first aider scope and practice of
emergency triage systemic approach to an emergency pain primary and secondary surveys terrorism and disaster management
detailed of other contents includes biological and chemical weapons cardiopulmonary resuscitation chain of survival respiratory
emergencies heimlich maneuver drowning trauma wound hemorrhage shock and unconsciousness additional topics are
described bandaging and dressing fracture and dislocation sprain strain burns poisons bites and stings foreign body in the ear
eye and nose disease characterize by fever

Emergency Survival Pocket Guide
2016-04

this beautifully illustrated guide highlights the history symbolism and folklore surrounding 50 of the most common floral gifts
now you can say it with flowers and have a clue what you are saying a perfect pocket sized reference for romantics of all ages

Pocket Guide for First Aid Treatments
2017-06-23

practical advice for the on the go outdoorsman this field friendly guide is essential for anyone interested in first aid preparation
and care here is advice useful on a hike or for any fishing trip including step by step instructions on dealing with fractures
suturing wounds treating eyes and ears managing allergic reactions and more with common sense advice and in a handy
portable package this is one little book that no one should be without in a campsite or in their forest hideaway

Emergency First Aid
2019-01-31

every year emergency medicine resident physicians participate in the american board of emergency medicine abem in training
examination to assess their medical knowledge preparing for the examination involves assembling several different resources on
a wide range of topics many resources are either too detailed or too superficial limiting their effectiveness pocket guide to the
american board of emergency medicine in training exam is designed specifically for the emergency medicine resident physician
as an aid to reviewing for the in training exam pertinent information is organized under the same topics as the examination the
concise text and tables deliver information quickly and a rapid review section allows for self assessment in addition the small
portable size enables revision whenever and wherever you are pocket guide to the american board of emergency medicine in
training exam is the only resource you will need for in training examination preparation

The Pocket First-Aid Field Guide
2010-10-06

one of the first guides in an important new pocket series from the nation s most trusted health care authority the american
medical association

Pocket Guide to the American Board of Emergency Medicine In-Training
Exam
2013-07-04

this book tells you how to stay out of trouble and how to survive if you get into trouble it describes how to navigate with a map
and compass find safe water start fires build emergency shelters everything for life threatening situations a must for the
outdoorsman who likes to stray from civilization

Emergency & Critical Care Pocket Guide
1998

one of the first guides in an important new pocket series from the nation s most trusted health care authority the american
medical association
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American Medical Association Pocket Guide to Emergency First Aid
1993

available separately and packaged with every textbook this handy pocket guide will serve as a valuable reference both in the
classroom and in the field for years to come full of quick reference tables cpr and aed information airway management and
breathing skills and a whole lot more rapid first responder will be a constant companion contents include anatomy review
overview of patient assessment airway management and ventilation techniques cpr and aed techniques treatment for common
medical emergencies overview of bleeding control and shock management management of musculoskeletal injuries childbirth
and newborns ems operations common abbreviations and medications

Pocket Guide to Outdoor Survival
1994-05

contains techniques for short term survival in the outdoors small enough to fit easily into a pack useful for anyone who spends
time outside are you planning a trip to the wild and great outdoors have you wondered how you would survive if the trip became
dangerous if you answered yes to either of these questions this guide is for you the pocket outdoor survival guide has the
essential knowledge that campers canoeists hunters hikers anglers and everyone who spends time outdoors needs to live
through a short term survival situation this how to manual shares all you need to know about many nature survival skills
including trip planning survival kits search and rescue handling bad weather making shelter emergency signaling dealing with
insects safe drinking water this guide is small enough to easily fit into a camping pack bring it with you and you ll have the
information you need to make it through any outdoor venture planned or not

Porter's Pocket Guide to Emergency & Critical Care
2004

written by military nurses the battlefield and disaster nursing pocket guide is the premier quick reference guide for battlefield
nurses on the front lines this pocket guide contains critical assessment and treatment information as well as translation guides
to ensure accurate communication in the field the care of patients with injuries received on the battlefield or in a disaster is
specialized traumatic injuries may be more complex or unlike injuries seen in the hospital setting in addition the battlefield or
disaster scene adds an additional level of complexity to medical care designed to fit in the pocket of a uniform this unique
pocket guide provides state of the art evidence based recommendations for providing nursing care under exceptional conditions
the field guide was designed to fit in the pocket of a field uniform and to stand up to rigorous field conditions

American Medical Association Pocket Guide to Emergency First Aid
1994-11-01

awarded ajn book of the year award 2012 from performing cpr on an adult child or infant to dealing with bleeding and shock cuts
and broken bones heart attacks emergency childbirth poisoning drowning scuba diving mishaps wilderness survival and natural
disasters such as tornadoes wildfires floods and earthquakes this portable waterproof guide helps you quickly find the
information you need to develop a plan of action for assessing and treating all kinds of first aid and survival emergencies

Rapid First Responder
2003-07-01

learn to identify and treat severe trauma injuries in the field and give victims the best chance for survival developed with the
assistance of certified emergency medical technicians and military medics this duraguide r provides a clear understanding of the
basics of first aid how to evaluate injuries and provide proper first aid for specific injuries an essential reference for non medical
personnel in disaster situations the guide is printed on waterproof paper for durability and the ideal lightweight one ounce
reference that should be in every soldier s pack a portion of the profit from the sale of this guide is donated to support military
families through the sierra club s military families of veterans initiative made in the usa

The Pocket Outdoor Survival Guide
2011-02-14

guides readers in preparing for disasters including developing plans calculating how much water is needed and making a
disinfectant cleaner from emergency kit items

Battlefield and Disaster Nursing Pocket Guide
2009

emergency medicine sonography pocket guide to sonographic anatomy and pathology is a quick reference guide that fits in the
palm of your hand and is perfect for the clinical emergency setting this portable resource provides the pertinent information on
performing sonographic procedures and interpreting sonographic images filled with high quality sonographic images and written
in a clear concise style this is an essential resource for physicians physician assistants nurse practioners and other health
professionals
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First Aid, Survival, and CPR
2011-10-05

the paramedic pocket guide an all new pocket reference in emergency and critical care is an essential resource for paramedics
nurses and doctors the paramedic pocket guide consolidates critical information found in desk references into a convenient 3 x 5
pocket size format that is handy enough to take with you anywhere the eighth edition features aligns with the jrcalc guidelines
information on poisons and emergency medications ecg rhythm strips pediatric medications straightforward medical emergency
treatments

Emergency & Critical Care
2005-03

before providing first aid ensure the scene is safe for both you and the injured person having a grasp of first aid is vital as it
allows you to offer swift help mitigating additional damage lessening distress and improving survival odds during crises all while
fostering a safer and more empathetic community this book first aid manual pocket guide is an complete resource for step by
step medical treatment of emergencies this complete guide covers a wide range of topics including fundamental first aid
principles legal and moral concerns life saving procedures cpr cardiopulmonary resuscitation choking severe bleeding shock
wounds and injuries treatment of medical emergencies environmental emergencies heat stroke and heat exhaustion
hypothermia and frostbite preventing cold related illnesses bites and sting how to use and maintain first aid kit with all that is
inside this book you will learn how to handle wounds and injures how to handle medical and environmental emergencies how to
handle poisoning heat stroke and much more equip yourself with life saving skills in first aid today and empower yourself to be
the immediate responder in critical situations learn first aid techniques to boost your confidence and save lives don t miss out on
this opportunity to enhance your preparedness and become a valuable asset in your community join our first aid training
program now and make a difference

Combat First Aid
2010-04

the most popular pocket reference in emergency nursing now in a new edition the emergency critical care pocket guide has
been an essential resource for physicians paramedics and nurses for over a decade the pocket guide consolidates critical
information found in desk references into a convenient 3 x5 pocket size format that is handy enough to take with you anywhere

The Prepper's Pocket Guide
2011-07-12

emergency medicine sonography pocket guide to sonographic anatomy and pathology is a quick reference guide that fits in the
palm of your hand and is perfect for the clinical emergency setting this portable resource provides the pertinent information on
performing sonographic procedures and interpreting sonographic images filled with high quality sonographic images and written
in a clear concise style this is an essential resource for physicians physician assistants nurse practioners and other health
professionals

Porter's Pocket Guide to Emergency and Critical Care
1999-01-01

you will need more than just food and water when the grid goes down many people know what they need to survive a doomsday
scenario they stock high calorie foods and clean water they find their own sources of power and heat and they prepare to defend
themselves if need be with all they have stored they have the ability to survive for days even months at a time you may think
you have finished preparing once you have accumulated these basic necessities but there is always more that can be done in
the pocket guide to prepping supplies patty hahne offers up two hundred and thirty five oft forgotten items that may prove to be
indispensable for surviving the apocalypse should it happen from the mundane like quality shelving and needle and thread to
more specialized tools such as a closet auger and jumper cables hahne describes how each one can prove to be a vital addition
to the prepper s cache you may be surprised to see what common household items can do when used creatively and hahne is
here to help inspire you presented in a compact design the pocket guide to prepping supplies is an important addition to any
prepper s book collection one that can be carried in a purse or pocket stored in the car or slipped into that carefully prepared
bug out bag

Porter's Pocket Guide to Emergency & Critical Care
2001-01-01

Emergency Medicine Sonography
2010-10-22

Paramedic Pocket Guide (United Kingdom Edition)
2019-03-22
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Emergency & Critical Care Pocket Guide
2006-01-01

First Aid Manual Pocket Guide
2023-11-09

Emergency & Critical Care Pocket Guide
2016-09-21

Emergency Medicine Sonography: Pocket Guide to Sonographic Anatomy
and Pathology
2009-08-31

The Pocket Guide to Prepping Supplies
2016-04-19

The First Responder's Pocket Guide to Hazardous Materials Emergency
Response
1996

Emergency and Critical Care Pocket Guide
2001-02-01
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